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Abstract: Positive adoption of innovation by staff is a current and crucial issue for proper operation
of businesses, industry, and socio-economic environment. The article discusses variables affecting
innovation adoption and analyses selected organisational culture factors in terms of their impact on
innovation adoption in Polish IT companies. A novelty here is a study of their impact separately
at each stage of innovation. The objective was to assess the perception of the impact of selected
organisational culture factors on adoption of innovation by Polish IT industry staff at different stages.
Due to the complexity of the different research aspects, a method triangulation strategy was used,
combining survey techniques, desk research, expert opinions and statistical analysis. The survey used
an original questionnaire called “The Process of Innovation Adoption and Perception” to examine
opinions on 15 organisational culture factors in the context of innovation adoption. The research
confirmed that selected organisational culture factors have a different impact on innovation adoption
at different stages of innovation introduction in the Polish IT industry. On this basis, groups of
factors perceived similarly in terms of innovation adoption at the individual stages were identified,
forming guidelines for the proper implementation of innovation in Polish IT companies.
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1. Introduction

In order for companies to develop and stay on the market, they need new ideas and
innovative solutions. Otherwise, there is a danger of stagnation, worsening of the company’s
competitive position or even failure. The issue of innovation adoption is still current due to its
significance for socio-economic development [1,2] and industrial competitiveness [3]. Furthermore,
positive adoption of innovation by employees contributes to a more cohesive organisational culture,
thus influencing employee integration and increasing the level of trust between them [4]. Recent research
also confirms that positive adoption of innovation by employees helps organisations overcome
performance shortfalls and seize new opportunities within and around the company [5]. The above
aspects are very important from the point of view of sustainable development and considerations on
the needs and relationships between society 5.0 and industry 4.0. Transformation of companies towards
industry 4.0 nowadays means not only transformation of a few companies, but also an opportunity to
survive difficult and turbulent periods on the market, including the organisational and economic shock
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, and to find one’s place in the post-pandemic period both from the
point of view of companies and society as a whole. That is why it seems so important to pay attention
to issues connected to innovation adoption, which are researched all over the world, resulting in
extensive but very fragmented literature [6]. The aim of this study is to assess the perception of the
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impact of selected organisational culture factors on adoption of innovation by Polish IT industry staff

at different stages.
The issue of innovation in source literature is presented very differently, from many perspectives

and points of view, and the number of definitions is vast. Recent approaches to innovation stress that
it is a deliberate and organised action by entrepreneurs to achieve a specific economic objective, to
meet market needs more accurately and to make reasonable use of available or obtainable resources [7].
According to a different interpretation, innovation is the result of the progress of knowledge and
invention, i.e., it is an innovative discovery that is used in the field of production and leads to new
products [8]. This trend also includes a definition by Agnieszka Sopińska and Wioletta Mierzejewska [9],
who state that innovation is a change in production methods, products and organisation of the
production process based on new or previously unused knowledge. The idea of innovation must
be separated from the term innovativeness. The two terms are interchangeable in the literature but
have different meanings. Innovativeness can be explained as the company’s ability and potential
to find, adapt and further develop new and improved products, services and technologies [10,11]
and as an ability to share the company’s resources in such a way as to ensure the best competitive
advantage within a given period of time [12,13]. It can also be noted that innovativeness is often
associated with creativity. The main and most fundamental difference is the conclusion that innovation
is the culmination of creative thinking in the form of innovative ideas being put into practice by an
organisation [14].

In recent years, there have been many studies on the characteristics of organisations that
strengthen or hinder the introduction of innovation, the impact of informal communication on the
innovation process [15] and the conditions under which innovative projects are later introduced [16].
Despite a number of theoretical and practical studies on the impact of organisational characteristics on
innovation, it has not been possible to establish a unified position on the role of variables that may
influence adaptation of innovation positively or negatively [17]. Based on the results of these studies,
the most important organisational characteristics that determine the success of innovation adoption
were identified. These are: Vertical integration, which can both facilitate and hinder technological
innovation; size of the organisation; openness to new solutions; product diversity.

The structure of the remaining part of the article begins with a review of literature on adoption
of innovation, in particular of different approaches to the role of organisational variables and other
factors influencing adoption of innovation. This is followed by a description of the methodology used
in this study and the results of the analysis and discussion. Finally, conclusions from a scientific point
of view are presented, as well as practical management tips and suggestions for further research.

2. Literature Review

An analysis of the available literature on organisational innovation has shown that organisational
variables and contextual and individual factors have a decisive role in the adoption of innovation.
The already-mentioned research by Fariborz Danampour [17] indicates the type of organisation as a
critical value, especially at the stage of innovation adaptation. Empirical research [18] has confirmed
that it is the size of the organisation that mainly influences adoption of innovation. In one view,
it was negative, in others, definitely positive [19]. Some researchers have also linked the degree of
diversification to organisational innovation by examining the economies of scope [20], the need to
gain a competitive advantage [21] and difficulties with introducing innovation [22]. Factors extremely
important for an organisation in the process of planning adoption of innovation are the resources and
possibility to use innovation to increase the company’s income [17]. The company’s own or external
source of financing and the method of distribution of its products may also have a decisive impact on
whether a decision to introduce innovation will be made [23] and on the time of its introduction and
the pace of the whole process [24].

Innovation theorists, conducting research on organisational boundaries and innovation,
disagree on the impact of horizontal and vertical integration on innovation adaptation [25]. From the
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point of view of information processing, internalisation of technological input or product distribution
can reduce production costs and simplify sequential coordination of the different steps of production
that are necessary to adopt innovation [26]. However, use of the market and external technologies,
instead of internal mechanisms, may accelerate adaptation of new technologies [27]. Reverse integration
definitely slows down adoption of innovation, allows for better control over expenditures and affects
the competitive position of the organisation [28]. In this type of integration, adaptation of innovation,
especially in highly technological industries, can be very costly, as it requires large expenditures
on technologies, both financial and organisational [29]. Particular attention should be paid to situations
in which retroactive integration may not be favourable to the long-term interests of the company
if the technology changes frequently and consumes large, permanent investments [30]. In turn,
when retroactive integration is applied to investments made with outdated technologies, the likelihood
of adopting innovation is reduced. A different concept was presented by researchers Kirk Monteverde
and David J. Teece [31], who noted that retroactive integration of a company can redirect issues related
to external supply inside the company, which can make it easier for the company to coordinate activities
between internal branches, rather than between independent companies. In turn, Amar Gupta and
Hoo-Min D. Toong [32] note that companies using internal integration are more likely to potentially
increase their competitive advantage and use new technologies in their own operations. Moreover,
with this type of integration, common ownership of key elements results in a significant reduction of
institutional barriers and coordination costs of the innovation process [33]. By looking at technological
innovations in this way, one can primarily see the benefits for the company itself, and the impact on
accelerating their introduction. Another element influencing decisions to adapt innovations is the use
of one’s own product distribution channel [19].

As in the case of retroactive integration, the views of researchers on the impact of forward
innovation on innovation adoption are divided. Some believe that it slows down the adaptation process,
while others claim that it accelerates it. Among the supporters of the latter position are Erin Anderson
and David C. Schmittlein [34], for whom forward integration leads to acceleration of the adoption
of innovation, because by controlling internal distribution, the organisation also controls the introduction
of new solutions to its customers. Researchers also see another advantage, namely that a company can
better train and educate its salespeople in the benefits of innovation and the use of new technologies,
offering them specific rewards and incentives to motivate them to sell these new products. Moreover,
by controlling distribution channels, it is easier to ensure shelf space for a new product [35]. Also, in such
a situation, pressure from the sales and distribution department, which sees a real opportunity to
increase revenues and effectively compete against competition by offering products with the latest
technologies, may be a factor accelerating the decision to adapt innovation.

The opposite position is presented by researchers who claim that forward adaptation slows down
and limits the process of introducing innovation. They believe that the main obstacles, among others,
include lack of knowledge of new technologies among vendors, and thus their scepticism about
innovative solutions and concerns about customers’ reluctance to accept new solutions [36]. There is
also uncertainty about the introduction of innovative solutions and the belief that modernisation of a
product or service may reduce the stability of their position on the market [37], and thus give competitors
an advantage in this respect [38]. Independent distributors may also have doubts. On one hand,
they will see the potential of advanced technology [33] and will therefore be more willing to sell such
products or services, even taking into account small costs of possible complaints.

Another factor analysed from the point of view of introducing innovations is the size of the
organisation [17]. There is no consensus among researchers as to whether this factor contributes
to a positive or negative attitude to innovation adaptation [39]. One of the examined elements is
formalisation and decentralisation of organisations, which usually represent completely contradictory
values and have a completely different impact on the adoption of innovation. One of the arguments
indicating that a larger organisation will innovate more quickly is that it has more resources and a better
ability to compete [40]. In addition, larger organisations have a greater tendency to make mistakes and
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take risks. Due to their size, economies will also be more favourable to larger companies, which may
also be an argument in favour of the innovation adoption [41]. A stronger tendency to adopt innovation
may also result from a top-down assessment of the market situation by large enterprises [42].

On the other hand, the size of an organisation may be associated with values that slow down
and block adaptation of innovation due to extensive bureaucracy and adoption of new technologies
on a large scale [43]. Research conducted by Henry Mintzberg and Jerald Hage [44] has shown that
in small organisations, it is easier to achieve coordination between different departments within the
company than in a highly structured organisation. Whereas analyses carried out by Louis G. Tornatzky
and Katherine J. Klein [45] indicate that it may be easier for smaller organisations to reach out to
their clients with a new solution thanks to the ability to act fast on the market, without extensive
procedural constraints. This relationship was also noted by Edwin Mansfield [46], who stated that
small companies are more likely to be among the first to apply innovation.

Product diversity is a decisive element in terms of the speed of innovation. If there are a lot
of products, there is a threat of slowing down the process of introducing novelties. The situation
is similar when an extremely difficult technology is used to manufacture products [22]. A similar
situation occurs when a company offers a very wide range of products, designed for a diverse group of
customers with different expectations and needs. The feedback provided by these users on the novelties
may be inconsistent or even completely contradictory and thus delay the adaptation process [47].
Robert E. Hoskisson, Michael A. Hitt and R. Duane Ireland [48] have examined the issue of innovation
from yet another perspective. They looked at the problem from the point of view of increasing product
diversity and the growing risk, especially for managers, which makes persons in managerial positions
resistant and reluctant to point to new products.

From the point of view of economists, an important argument for diversification is the use of
the company’s specific character on various markets [49]. Such a specific character of the company
reflects the organisation’s willingness to implement a competitive strategy, which consists of an
early market entry with new products [50]. In such a situation, companies need to make quick and
basic choices between high diversity and effectiveness of the chosen strategy. However, researchers
note that companies focusing on a narrow range of products are much more efficient on the market,
while companies with a strongly diversified offering try to be more innovative [21]. Praveen R.
Nayyar [20] concluded that it is the economies of scope that are the main benefit of diversification
and can lead to higher levels of innovation. Based on these contradictory arguments about the
consequences of product diversity, this issue can be considered open and left for further theoretical
and practical analysis.

Most literary sources focus on an analysis of technological innovations [51], however, as can be
seen from the results of multidisciplinary research, more and more importance is being attached to
the role of innovation in managing an organisation [52], i.e., its impact on management innovation
(MI) [53]. The factors that positively affect MI include leadership behaviour, organisational learning
and size of the organisation [54]. Unfortunately, research conducted on this issue leads to contradictory
conclusions for several variables determining adoption of innovation, namely the size of the organisation
and its financial results. Some researchers, for example Goudarz Azar and Francesco Ciabuschi [55],
Erik G. Hansen [56] and Julia Nieves [57] see a positive relationship between the size of the organisation
and a positive attitude to innovation in management. Whereas Mi Zhou, Louis C. Vaccaro, Wei Qi [58]
and Matej Černe, Marko Jaklič, Micha Škerlavaj [59] find no connection between these two parameters.

The elements mentioned above lead to an increase in the profitability of the company by increasing
the demand for the product or a significant reduction in production costs. They also result in
accumulation of knowledge in the company and increase the competence of employees [60,61].
The lack of unambiguous results of the research on these indicators makes it impossible to
establish an unambiguous thesis about their positive impact on the organisation and management
practices [62]. As is known, innovation has been studied in many academic disciplines, including
business administration, public management and sociology, using different methods and levels
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of analysis [63]. One of the classifications on which most researchers agree is technological and
non-technological innovation [64]. Non-technological innovations have been classed as MI and
administrative innovations by researchers such as: Julian Birkinshaw, Gary Hamel, Michael J. Mol [65]
and Sascha Kraus, Mikko Pohjola, Aki Koponen [66]. These two types of innovations overlap to a
significant extent and differ significantly from product, technological and process innovations [17].

The main difference between innovation in management and technological innovation lies
primarily in the result of each of them. Technological innovations are dominated by process or product
development and can be more easily defined [67]. On the other hand, administrative innovation
is much more complicated and complex [68] and contributes to longer durability and competitive
advantage on the market, which is difficult to imitate for other companies [69]. The definition of
non-technological, administrative and managerial innovations by Fariborz Damanpour and Deepa
Aravind [64] can be quoted here, which states that it is a completely new approach to the tasks of the
company’s management and that it includes all new processes that lead to changes in the organisation,
its strategy, structure and administrative processes and systems. Analysis of the issue of innovation
adoption and the factors influencing this process leads to many, often contradictory conclusions. This is
undoubtedly a complex and multidimensional process, which is why it is examined in many areas and
the conclusions often go beyond the process of innovation adaptation itself.

Innovation is considered to be one of the most important and stable beginnings of long-term success
of an organisation [70,71]. Challenges faced by organizations in today’s world and market concern
not only offering innovative products and solutions, but also change the nature of management
in organisations towards improving productivity, customer service and performance [64,72,73].
Recent research shows that managers should be extremely careful when introducing innovation.
Particularly when companies represent advanced technologies, the role of the manager is especially
important as the person who will properly present the function of such an innovation in order to gain
acceptance of employees [5]. These studies confirm the assumptions of this paper that the human
factor is one of the most important and often overlooked conditions for positive adoption of innovation.
Most research on innovation adoption is seen as a single stage, examining whether it has been adopted
and to what extent [74]. There are, of course, approaches that consider innovation as a process
consisting of several phases. Not many researchers distinguish two phases: The initiation phase and
the innovation implementation phase [75]. The first one requires generation of a new and useful idea,
which can be adopted in the second phase. In this approach, authors [75] pay particular attention to
the role of organisational and national culture as factors influencing the effectiveness of innovation
implementation. By far the most common literature divides the innovation process into three stages.
The most recent interpretation distinguishes between pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption
stages [4]. While analysing source literature one can see that the three stages are most commonly
used in science, but they take different names and definitions. These considerations are based on the
concept of division of the stages of innovation by Mumtaz Abdul Hameed, Steve Counsell and Stephen
Swift [76] into initiation, decision to adopt innovation and implementation of innovation. The first stage,
i.e., initiation, otherwise known as pre-adaptation, describes all the periods preceding and preparing
for the implementation of innovation. It therefore includes activities such as: Identifying a need,
finding a solution, gaining knowledge about existing innovations, preparing preliminary opinions on
innovation and preparing it for implementation. The second stage, i.e., the decision to adopt innovation,
is the decision of the management as to whether it should be implemented. This concerns the decision
to accept the proposed idea and assessment of the desired solution in practical, strategic, financial and
technological terms [77]. The researchers found that at this stage, organisational characteristics and
managerial attitudes to innovation have a much greater impact on its adoption than demographic and
environmental characteristics [76]. At this stage, top managers broaden the perception of innovation by
deciding whether it will support the development of organisational and company goals. The third and
final stage is implementation, i.e., all post-adoption activities consisting in modifying the innovation,
preparing the organisation for general application of the innovation and carrying out attempts to
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confirm acceptance of the innovation in the organisation and by employees [78]. As can be seen from
the above considerations, each stage of innovation is characterised by different conditions, which
justifies the idea of treating them separately in the research on innovation adoption. It is worth noting
here that despite the consensus on the division of the innovation process into stages, the studies
presented in literature mainly concern factors that have an aggregate effect on the whole process [74].
Therefore, from the point of view of the theory and practice of innovation adoption, research that
distinguishes between different factors at different stages of innovation is most relevant. It is important
to analyse each stage of innovation separately in terms of the factors that may potentially encourage
its adoption. It is worth noting that identification of factors that have a positive impact on adoption
of innovation can be both a driver for the adoption of innovation and a barrier in case of absence of
innovation in a given company [79].

While analysing literature, the influence of organisational culture and cultural values on the
adoption of innovation was noted [80,81]. These studies have shown a link between certain elements
of the organisational culture, such as values, beliefs and attitudes, work practices and behaviours [81].
However, they relate to the innovation process as a whole, without analysing the individual stages.
From a cognitive perspective, organisational culture is a system of shared discoveries or a system
of knowledge and beliefs. In this approach, it is assumed that thought is directly linked to action.
When analysing the concept of culture from a symbolic point of view, it can be treated as a system of
common symbols and meanings [82]. For the purpose of this study organisational culture factors, which
are potentially conducive to adoption of innovation at different stages of implementation, have been
identified on the basis of literature analysis, pilot studies and expert assessment. The following factors
were distinguished:

• Giving employees an opportunity to challenge existing solutions [82], i.e., creating a new
perspective on existing solutions;

• Ergonomics of workstations [83], i.e., ensuring comfortable and safe workstations, which may
result in an increased sense of overall employee safety;

• Creation by the company of favourable conditions for development of employees’ competences [84]
such behaviour makes it possible to ensure that the qualifications of employed staff remain current
and that the knowledge is always up to date;

• Ensuring employees’ independence [83], i.e., supporting and promoting individualism and
prioritising the good of the individual over the good of the social group;

• Sense of co-ownership and control over one’s own work [85], which may increase employee
motivation and involvement and encourage innovative action;

• Encouraging employees to continue learning [84]—it has a positive impact on the development of
employees, which may result in new ideas and solutions;

• Freedom to experiment and take risks at work [86], which is a kind of testing ground for employees
who learn how to manage risk on a microscale;

• Exchanging knowledge between different company departments [78]—in this process, managers
in particular should be responsible for ensuring smooth flow of data, information and knowledge;

• Shared commitments with regard to implementing a specific project [86]—a sense of community
can foster integration;

• Promotion by managers of the value of dialogue, cooperation and partnership [87]—it is extremely
important for the organisational culture and implementation of innovation to share knowledge,
successes and failures from which constructive conclusions can be drawn for the team;

• Encouraging staff to discuss each other’s ideas [87]—discussion and formulation of opinions can
have constructive effects on the development of the whole company and adoption of innovation;

• Regular brainstorming [88] making it possible to meet diverse participants (in terms of age, gender,
experience in a given field), who will try to solve a given problem under the supervision of
a moderator;
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• Openness to new solutions and flexibility in solving problems [89]—all doubts and problems
should be solved and analysed together. Such an organisational culture is conducive to meeting
the needs for respect and recognition, and allows subordinates to plan independently and achieve
their own goals;

• Mutual trust within the team/organisation [90]—it is one of the most important elements of the
organisational culture. If employees act in harmony and trust each other, they are able to meet
any arising challenges;

• Proper recognition and incentives for employees [89]—this factor may determine the results of
work and openness to innovation.

The above considerations encouraged the author to put forward the following hypothesis: Selected
factors of organisational culture affect adoption of innovation differently at different stages of innovation
introduction process.

3. Materials and Methods

The research problem presented in this paper is the behaviour of IT industry employees in Poland
towards the process of innovation. For the purpose of this article, factors related to the company’s
organisational culture that can potentially affect the adoption of innovation have been identified.
It is worth noting that despite the division of the process of innovation introduction into different
stages, in their analyses, most researchers generalise the impact of factors influencing adoption of
innovation for the whole process of its introduction, without taking into account differences at the
aforementioned stages [91]. This approach assumes that the factors related to company organisational
culture used in the questionnaire have a different impact on the adoption of innovation at different
stages of the process, which became the basis for empirical research.

The IT industry was selected for this research because it is becoming an opportunity for Poland
to increase its competitive advantage on global markets. The present time has become known as the
information technology era. It is the key driver of economic growth, not only for each nation, but
for the whole world. It plays such an important role because it relates not only to professional life,
but to each tiny part of private and everyday life, where it can be seen everywhere and without which
it would be difficult to imagine the functioning of the modern world. From the global perspective,
the Polish IT market has been very competitive for many years. It keeps up with all the novelties in
this field, and above all, it develops and modernises them all the time. The IT industry is one of the
few industries in Poland that does not lag behind the world leaders [92].

The objective of the research was to identify and assess the perception of the impact of
selected factors related to company organisational culture in terms of adoption of innovation by
IT industry staff in Poland at different stages of the process of its introduction. The paper adopted the
following hypothesis: Selected factors of organisational culture affect adoption of innovation differently
at different stages of innovation introduction process. In other words, it was assumed that the influence
of individual organisational culture factors on adoption of innovation varies in importance, depending
on the given factor and on the specific stage of innovation implementation.

Due to the complexity of research aspects, it was decided to apply the strategy of method
triangulation, which, according to Wojciech Czakon [93], consists of combining different research
methods in one study and then comparing and combining research results. According to Monika
Kostera [94], the use of two or more research methods, on the basis of which it is possible to compare
the obtained results and draw conclusions, makes the study more reliable, while Henryk Dźwigoł [95]
emphasizes that method triangulation makes it possible to analyse reality from many perspectives.
For the purpose of this study, it was decided to combine survey techniques, desk research and
expert opinions in a method triangulation procedure. The study used a proprietary questionnaire,
entitled “The Process of Innovation Adoption and Perception”, developed specifically for the purpose
of this study. This tool made it possible to examine the respondents’ opinions on 15 factors related to
company organisational culture in the context of adopting innovation. These factors were selected
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for the questionnaire on the basis of literature research, desk research, opinions of panel participants
(experts) and pilot studies conducted at IT companies in Poland in the period from early September to
late December 2018.

The respondents referred to particular behaviours related to the company’s organisational culture
and assessed their potential impact on adoption of innovation in the context of the individual stages of
the innovation implementation process. Their task was to estimate with the use of a 5-point Likert
scale (1—definitely negative, 2—rather negative, 3—neither negative nor positive, 4—rather positive,
5—definitively positive) the potential impact of individual factors on adoption of innovation, combined
with an additional point indicating a total lack of the abovementioned impact (0-no impact on adoption
of innovation). What was important and innovative in the field of management and quality sciences,
the above-mentioned impact or lack of it was determined separately in relation to the three stages of the
innovation implementation process: The innovation initiation stage, the decision to adopt innovation
stage, the innovation implementation stage.

In order to determine the reliability of the “The Process of Innovation Adoption and Perception”
questionnaire, Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficients were calculated for a group of
organisational culture factors. They turned out to be very reliable at each stage: Innovation initiation
stage: Alpha = 0.88; decision on adopting innovation stage: Alpha = 0.87; innovation implementation
stage: Alpha = 0.86. A detailed distribution of factors and variables is shown in Table A1 (Appendix A).
Statistical analysis was aimed at assessing the various factors of organisational culture in terms of
their impact on the adoption of innovation at different stages of the innovation introduction process.
In other words, the aim of the analysis was to identify the factors whose application at different stages
of the innovation introduction process is most significant for its final adoption. The study compares
the individual stages of the innovation introduction process in terms of: Seeing any impact of the
individual factors on adoption of innovation; assessment of the form of that impact (on a scale of 1–5)
on adoption of innovation (if impact of a given factor is seen); average assessment of the form of that
impact on adoption of innovation of organisational culture factors.

Before commencing the analysis, the database was verified in terms of the logic and completeness
of responses. In order to select appropriate statistical tests to examine the relationships, it was verified
that all the necessary objectives allowing the use of the individual statistical tests have been met, i.e.,
normal distribution verified using the Shapiro–Wilk test; appropriate sample size; variables on an
appropriate scale (quantitative or qualitative); randomness of samples taken (independence of tested
groups from each other). The verification of the above-mentioned objectives indicated that the data
do not meet the condition of normal distribution, neither in general nor within the examined groups.
Therefore, the following tests and statistical methods were selected to examine the selected relations:

• Multidimensional cluster analysis to identify homogeneous subsets of objects (i.e., subgroups of
factors) that are more “similar” to the objects from a given cluster as compared to the objects from
other clusters. In the above-mentioned analysis, as the distance function we used the Euclidean
distance [96].

• As the principle for connecting cluster, the single linkage method was used, also called the nearest
neighbour method. In this method, the distance between two clusters is determined by the
distance between the two nearest objects (nearest neighbours) belonging to different clusters [96].
The grouping of objects (factors) was performed with the hierarchical agglomeration method,
which allows us to generate hierarchically ordered clusters, which can be presented in the form of
a hierarchical tree (dendrogram), presenting the distances between the objects.

• Mann–Whitney’s U-test was used to compare two groups in terms of variables of a ratio or
sequential nature [97]. As a measure of the size of the result, Glass’s rank two-series correlation
coefficient was used [98]. It is values from the <−1,1> range (the higher the absolute value,
the greater the result).
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Spearman rank-order correlation examines the interdependence between two variables of a
ratio and/or sequential nature [97]. In the course of statistical verification of the collected material,
the level of significance of the results obtained was assumed to be p < 0.05. The value of the analysed
non-measurable parameters was presented by means of percentage distribution, while of those
measurable by means of descriptive statistics. Statistica v.13.3 PL statistical package by StatSoft, Inc.,
USA was used for the calculations.

The survey, which lasted from the beginning of January to the end of June 2019, involved a total
of 593 people, 193 of whom were excluded from the survey due to the lack of innovation introduced in
their companies over the past three years. In other words, the first question in the survey was of a
qualifying nature. If, in the opinion of the respondent, no innovations had been introduced in their
company in the last three years, they were not qualified for answering further questions in the survey.
Thus, the final number of respondents was 400, from 310 companies, including 72 women and 328 men.
The research questionnaire was sent out via e-mail, in the form of separate links to complete the survey
for each company. When estimating the minimum sample size, the formula [99] for sample size for
qualitative characteristics (with a finite sample) was applied.

PKD62 code meaning “Computer programming and consultancy activities and related services”
in Poland was very often indicated together with many PKD codes not associated with the IT industry,
defining the subject of activity of companies employing up to 9 people. Therefore, it was decided that
for the purposes of this research only companies reporting PKD62 code and declaring employment
of 10 or more people would be considered. Therefore, it was assumed that there would be a general
population of 200,254 [100] employees working at 1370 [101] IT companies, 50% of whom have
implemented innovations. Moreover, a 95% probability was assumed that the result obtained in
the studies would not differ from the actual value in the population by more than 5%. Thus, the
minimum sample size was estimated at 300 companies and 383 IT employees. The vast majority of
the respondents were people with higher education degrees, with little professional experience at the
current company, working at various positions. Therefore, it can be concluded that in the IT industry
in Poland the majority of employees are men with higher education degrees, aged about 30, who often
change their employer. Table 1 below provides detailed information on the respondents.

Table 1. Basic information on the respondents.

n %

Education

Primary 6 1.50%

Vocational 3 0.75%

Secondary 93 23.25%

Higher 298 74.50%

Seniority with current employer

0–2 years 203 50.75%

3–6 years 109 27.25%

7–10 years 40 10.00%

Over 10 years 48 12.00%

Position

Administrative employee 25 6.25%

Specialist 91 22.75%

Programmer 128 32.00%

Lower-level manager 32 8.00%

Higher-level manager 31 7.75%

Management Board 22 5.50%

Other 71 17.75%

Source: Authors’ own work.
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The majority of IT companies in Poland have been present on the market for a long time and are
financed mainly with Polish and mixed (Polish and foreign) capital, which is a good prognosis for the
development of Polish economy. Detailed information on the respondents’ companies is presented in
Table 2.

Table 2. Basic information on the respondents’ companies.

n %

Ownership structure

Exclusively Polish capital 145 36.25%

Polish and foreign capital 149 37.25%

Exclusively foreign capital 40 10.00%

No opinion 66 16.50%

Employment figure

10–49 employees 99 24.75%

50–100 employees 94 23.50%

101–249 employees 77 19.25%

250 and more employees 130 32.50%

Period of existence

Up to 3 years 42 10.50%

4–6 years 66 16.50%

7–10 years 83 20.75%

11 and more years 209 52.25%

Source: Authors’ own work.

4. Results and Discussion

In the first part of the result analysis, the distribution of answers to the individual questionnaire
questions was evaluated. The respondents were asked about various issues related to their attitudes
towards innovation, but the main part of the questionnaire concerned an assessment of particular
factors related to organisational culture in terms of their impact on the adoption of innovation in
the company. The key issue here was to divide the innovation process into stages, i.e., the innovation
initiation stage, the decision on adopting innovation stage and the innovation implementation stage.
The first step in this part of the analysis was to assess the attitudes of the respondents to innovation in
the company. The respondents showed a rather positive attitude towards introducing innovations
in the company. Most of the respondents associated innovation with the possibility of development
(70.25%) and learning new programs (52.50%). One in two people treated innovation in the company
as an opportunity for personal development (49.00%) and a chance to prove themselves (50.50%).
A significant percentage of the respondents (43.25%) associated innovation with a challenge that
they would be willing to take up. In addition, the respondents were mostly (46.75%) happy about
introducing future innovations in the company, which additionally confirms their positive attitude to
this issue. The surveyed employees of IT companies in Poland showed their commitment to introducing
innovation in their companies. One in two respondents (50.25%) tended to identify with the company’s
objectives and planned or currently implemented innovations (17.50%, of the respondents answered
“definitely”, which gives a total of 67.75% of people who identify with the above-mentioned issues
in the company). In addition, the majority of the respondents were ready to undertake planning or
innovation activities (“definitely” and “probably” answers were given by 76.25% of the respondents
in total).

The next step of the analysis was to compare the individual stages of the process of introducing
innovation in terms of the perception by the surveyed employees of IT companies in Poland of the
influence of factors related to organisational culture in the context of adopting innovation. Analysis with
Mann–Whitney’s rank U-test showed statistically significant differences between the different stages in
terms of perceiving the impact of 10 out of 15 organisational culture-related factors on the adoption
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of innovation. The impact of the above ten factors on organisational culture was less frequently seen at
the stage of innovation initiation compared to the later stages of innovation introduction. This concerns
factors such as: Creation by the company of favourable conditions for development of employees’
competences (Z = 5.39; p < 0.001; rg = 0.42); ensuring employees’ independence (Z = −5.11; p < 0.001;
rg = −0.33); sense of co-ownership and control over one’s own work (Z = −6.79; p < 0.001; rg = −0.44);
encouraging employees to continue learning (Z = 4.68; p < 0.001; rg = 0.30); exchanging knowledge
between different company departments (Z = −7.34; p < 0.001; rg = −0.50); shared commitments with
regard to implementing a specific project (Z = −7.31; p < 0.001; rg = −0.38); promotion by managers of
the value of dialogue, cooperation and partnership (Z = −5.09; p < 0.001; rg = −0.26); encouraging
staff to discuss each other’s ideas (Z = −3.55; p < 0.001; rg = −0.23); regular brainstorming (Z = −5.46;
p < 0.001; rg = −0.44) and mutual trust within the team or organisation (Z = 6.87; p < 0.001; rg = 0.38).
These factors were less frequently assigned any role at the innovation initiation stage in the process
of innovation adoption. In other words, according to the respondents, adoption of innovation in
the company was more dependent on the application of the above-mentioned factors at the stage
of making a decision on adoption of innovation and at the stage of its implementation. Most of the
respondents noticed the impact of every factor related to organisational culture on the adoption of
innovation at every stage of innovation introduction. Detailed results are presented in Table 3.

Then, assessments of the form of the impact of factors related to company organisational culture in
terms of adopting innovation at the different stages of the process were compared. Spearman rank-order
correlation analysis showed a statistically significant relationship between the assessment of the form
of the impact of 7 out of 15 factors related to organisational culture and the degree of advancement
of innovation, understood as individual stages of this process. It turned out that with the level
of advancement of the above-mentioned process (i.e., with each successive stage of introducing
innovation), a significantly smaller role in the adoption of innovation was attributed to such factors as:
Giving employees an opportunity to challenge existing solutions (R = −0.2; t(N-2) = −7.11; p < 0.001);
freedom to experiment and take risks at work (R = −0.15; t(N-2) = −5.24; p < 0.001) and regular
brainstorming (R = −0.15; t(N-2) = −5.24; p < 0.001). The opposite was true for factors such as: Sense of
co-ownership and control over one’s own work (R = 0.07; t(N-2) = 2.2; p < 0.05); exchanging knowledge
between different company departments (R = 0.07; t(N-2) = 2.3; p < 0.05); shared commitments with
regard to implementing a specific project (R = 0.1; t(N-2) = 3.38; p < 0.001) and mutual trust within the
team or organisation (R = 0.09; t(N-2) = 3.06; p < 0.01), where with each successive stage of innovation
introduction, a significantly increasing role was assigned to them in adoption of innovation. In the
case of other factors related to organisational culture, no statistically significant relationship was found
with the level of advancement of the innovation introduction process (i.e., differences between the
various stages). Table 4 provides details on this.

Taking into account the average assessments of the form of impact on the adoption of innovation
attributed to the individual organisational culture factors, the next step of the analysis verified
the differences in this respect between the various stages of innovation introduction. To this end,
Spearman rank-order correlation analysis was applied, examining the relationship between average
assessments of the individual organisational culture factors and the degree of advancement of the
innovation introduction process. A statistically significant relationship was found between the average
assessment of the impact of organisational culture and the degree of advancement of the innovation
introduction process (R = −0.08; t(N-2) = −2.82; p < 0.01), with this relationship being negative,
i.e., the respondents attributed a greater role to factors from this group in adopting innovation at the
first stage (M = 4.08; SD = 0.6) than in the later ones: Deciding on adopting innovation (M = 3.97;
SD = 0.53) and implementing innovation (M = 3.97; SD = 0.51).
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Table 3. Comparison of the stages of the innovation introduction process in terms of the respondents’ perception of the impact of individual factors related to
organisational culture on innovation adoption.

Innovation Initiation Stage Decision on Adopting
Innovation Stage

Innovation
Implementation Stage Mann-Whitney’s

U-Test
Glass’s rg

N % N % N %

Giving employees an opportunity to challenge existing
solutions

Yes 392 98.00% 390 97.50% 390 97.50% Z = −0.44;
p = 0.659 −0.05

No 8 2.00% 10 2.50% 10 2.50%

Ergonomics of workstations
Yes 293 73.25% 290 72.50% 299 74.75% Z = −0.45;

p = 0.651 −0.02
No 107 26.75% 110 27.50% 101 25.25%

Creation by the company of favourable conditions for
development of employees’ competences

Yes 357 89.25% 392 98.00% 392 98.00% Z = 5.39;
p < 0.001 0.42

No 43 10.75% 8 2.00% 8 2.00%

Ensuring employees’ independence
Yes 344 86.00% 384 96.00% 384 96.00% Z = −5.11;

p < 0.001 −0.33
No 56 14.00% 16 4.00% 16 4.00%

Sense of co-ownership and control over one’s own work
Yes 340 85.00% 384 96.00% 392 98.00% Z = −6.79;

p < 0.001 −0.44
No 60 15.00% 16 4.00% 8 2.00%

Encouraging employees to continue learning
Yes 348 87.00% 383 95.75% 384 96.00% Z = 4.68;

p < 0.001 0.30
No 52 13.00% 17 4.25% 16 4.00%

Freedom to experiment and take risks at work
Yes 391 97.75% 380 95.00% 383 95.75% Z = −1.39;

p = 0.165 −0.12
No 9 2.25% 20 5.00% 17 4.25%

Exchanging knowledge between different
company departments

Yes 339 84.75% 391 97.75% 393 98.25% Z = −7.34;
p < 0.001 −0.50

No 61 15.25% 9 2.25% 7 1.75%

Shared commitments with regard to implementing a
specific project

Yes 314 78.50% 364 91.00% 384 96.00% Z = −7.31;
p < 0.001 −0.38

No 86 21.50% 36 9.00% 16 4.00%

Promotion by managers of the value of dialogue,
cooperation and partnership

Yes 322 80.50% 367 91.75% 371 92.75% Z = −5.09;
p < 0.001 −0.26

No 78 19.50% 33 8.25% 29 7.25%

Encouraging staff to discuss each other’s ideas
Yes 353 88.25% 384 96.00% 380 95.00% Z = −3.55;

p < 0.001 −0.23
No 47 11.75% 16 4.00% 20 5.00%

Regular brainstorming
Yes 394 98.50% 392 98.00% 360 90.00% Z = −5.46;

p < 0.001 −0.44
No 6 1.50% 8 2.00% 40 10.00%

Openness to new solutions and flexibility in
solving problems

Yes 389 97.25% 395 98.75% 393 98.25% Z = 0.97;
p = 0.331 0.12

No 11 2.75% 5 1.25% 7 1.75%

Mutual trust within the team / organisation
Yes 319 79.75% 374 93.50% 382 95.50% Z = 6.87;

p < 0.001 0.38
No 81 20.25% 26 6.50% 18 4.50%

Proper recognition and incentives for employees
Yes 390 97.50% 386 96.50% 389 97.25% Z = −0.2;

p = 0.843 −0.02
No 10 2.50% 14 3.50% 11 2.75%

Source: Authors’ own work.
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Table 4. Comparison of stages of the innovation introduction process in terms of the respondents’ assessment of the form of impact of individual factors related to
organisational culture on the adoption of innovation.

Descriptive Statistics
Spearman Rank-Order

CorrelationAverage ± Standard
Deviation

Median;
(Q25–Q75) Min–Max

Confidence Range
Standard Error

−95% +95%

Giving employees an opportunity
to challenge existing solutions

Innovation initiation stage 3.9 ± 1.18 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.78 4.01 0.06 R = −0.2;
t(N-2) = −7.11;

p < 0.001
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.67 ± 1.07 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.57 3.78 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 3.37 ± 1.15 4 (2–4) 1–5 3.25 3.48 0.06

Ergonomics of workstations

Innovation initiation stage 3.94 ± 0.86 4 (3–5) 2–5 3.84 4.04 0.05 R = 0.02;
t(N-2) = 0.54;

p = 0.592
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.85 ± 0.89 4 (3–5) 2–5 3.75 3.95 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 3.98 ± 0.86 4 (3–5) 2–5 3.88 4.08 0.05

Creation by the company of
favourable conditions for

development of employees’
competences

Innovation initiation stage 4.26 ± 0.84 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.17 4.34 0.04 R = 0.01;
t(N-2) = 0.2;

p = 0.845
Decision on adopting innovation stage 4.21 ± 0.84 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.13 4.29 0.04

Innovation implementation stage 4.27 ± 0.83 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.19 4.35 0.04

Ensuring employees’
independence

Innovation initiation stage 3.55 ± 1.07 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.44 3.67 0.06 R = 0.01;
t(N-2) = 0.48;

p = 0.629
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.58 ± 1 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.48 3.68 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 3.58 ± 1.06 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.48 3.69 0.05

Sense of co-ownership and control
over one’s own work

Innovation initiation stage 3.8 ± 0.91 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.70 3.90 0.05 R = 0.07;
t(N-2) = 2.2;

p < 0.05
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.86 ± 0.86 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.77 3.95 0.04

Innovation implementation stage 3.94 ± 0.92 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.85 4.03 0.05

Encouraging employees to
continue learning

Innovation initiation stage 3.92 ± 0.96 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.82 4.02 0.05 R = 0.04;
t(N-2) = 1.22;

p = 0.223
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.98 ± 0.88 4 (4–5) 1–5 3.89 4.07 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 4.01 ± 0.91 4 (4–5) 1–5 3.91 4.10 0.05

Freedom to experiment and take
risks at work

Innovation initiation stage 4 ± 1.05 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.90 4.11 0.05 R = −0.15;
t(N-2) = -5.24;

p < 0.001
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.78 ± 1.01 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.68 3.88 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 3.62 ± 1.09 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.51 3.73 0.06

Exchanging knowledge between
different company departments

Innovation initiation stage 4.07 ± 0.82 4 (4–5) 1–5 3.98 4.16 0.04 R = 0.07;
t(N-2) = 2.3;

p < 0.05
Decision on adopting innovation stage 4.12 ± 0.82 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.04 4.20 0.04

Innovation implementation stage 4.19 ± 0.86 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.10 4.27 0.04

Shared commitments with regard
to implementing a specific project

Innovation initiation stage 3.76 ± 0.92 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.66 3.87 0.05 R = 0.1;
t(N-2) = 3.38;

p < 0.001
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.77 ± 0.85 4 (3–4) 1–5 3.68 3.86 0.04

Innovation implementation stage 3.97 ± 0.96 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.87 4.07 0.05

Promotion by managers of the
value of dialogue,

cooperation and partnership

Innovation initiation stage 3.93 ± 0.91 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.84 4.03 0.05 R = 0.02;
t(N-2) = 0.54;

p = 0.586
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.86 ± 0.88 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.77 3.95 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 3.96 ± 0.9 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.87 4.05 0.05
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Table 4. Cont.

Descriptive Statistics
Spearman Rank-Order

CorrelationAverage ± Standard
Deviation

Median;
(Q25–Q75) Min–Max

Confidence Range
Standard Error

−95% +95%

Encouraging staff to discuss each
other’s ideas

Innovation initiation stage 3.95 ± 0.95 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.86 4.05 0.05 R = -0.02;
t(N-2) = −0.63;

p = 0.53
Decision on adopting innovation stage 3.94 ± 0.96 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.84 4.03 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 3.92 ± 0.91 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.83 4.01 0.05

Regular brainstorming

Innovation initiation stage 4.24 ± 0.93 5 (4–5) 1–5 4.15 4.34 0.05 R = −0.16;
t(N-2) = −5.58;

p < 0.001
Decision on adopting innovation stage 4.1 ± 0.92 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.01 4.19 0.05

Innovation implementation stage 3.9 ± 0.97 4 (3–5) 1–5 3.80 4.00 0.05

Openness to new solutions and
flexibility in solving problems

Innovation initiation stage 4.33 ± 0.89 5 (4–5) 1–5 4.24 4.42 0.05 R = −0.06;
t(N-2) = −1.92;

p < 0.055
Decision on adopting innovation stage 4.26 ± 0.87 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.17 4.34 0.04

Innovation implementation stage 4.22 ± 0.91 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.13 4.31 0.05

Mutual trust within the team /
organisation

Innovation initiation stage 4.15 ± 0.86 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.06 4.25 0.05 R = 0.09;
t(N-2) = 3.06;

p < 0.01
Decision on adopting innovation stage 4.16 ± 0.8 4 (4–5) 1–5 4.08 4.24 0.04

Innovation implementation stage 4.33 ± 0.81 5 (4–5) 1–5 4.25 4.41 0.04

Proper recognition and incentives
for employees

Innovation initiation stage 4.33 ± 0.87 5 (4–5) 1–5 4.24 4.42 0.04 R = 0.01;
t(N-2) = 0.33;

p = 0.743
Decision on adopting innovation stage 4.32 ± 0.87 5 (4–5) 1–5 4.23 4.41 0.04

Innovation implementation stage 4.34 ± 0.88 5 (4–5) 1–5 4.25 4.43 0.04

Source: Authors’ own work.
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In order to identify factors similarly assessed at the individual stages, and thus able to provide
guidelines for the proper implementation of innovation at companies, a multidimensional cluster
analysis was used. In this analysis, the agglomeration method (this method assumes that initially each
object (factor) is a separate cluster; then, it gradually combines the closest objects into new clusters,
until one cluster is formed) was used to visually identify the number of groups of factors (clusters)
similar to each other in terms of the assessment of the form of impact on adoption of innovation
(distances between the clusters were calculated using the single linkage method). Cluster analysis
performed with the agglomeration method showed that the assessments of the individual factors
related to organisational culture at the stage of innovation initiation were similar and thus many of the
above-mentioned factors were part of one cluster. Analysis of the following dendrogram (Figure 1)
shows that there were four clusters, three of which were one-element and concerned factors such as:
Giving workers an opportunity to challenge existing solutions; ensuring employees’ independence;
the freedom to experiment and take risks at work. The other factors formed one cluster, and this
concerned factors such as: ergonomics of work stations; creation by the company of favourable
conditions for the development of employees’ competences; knowledge exchange between different
company departments; mutual trust within the team/organisation; proper recognition and incentives for
employees; promotion by managers of the values of dialogue, cooperation and partnership; openness
to new solutions and flexibility in solving problems; shared commitments to the implementation of a
specific project; encouraging employees to continue learning; encouraging employees to discuss each
other’s ideas; sense of co-ownership and control over one’s own work; regular brainstorming.
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The cluster analysis with the use of the agglomeration method at the stage of the decision to
adopt innovation indicated that many factors concerning organisational culture were similar, and thus
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many of the factors were part of one cluster. In the following dendrogram (Figure 2), seven clusters
can be seen, six of which were single-piece ones and concerned factors such as: Giving employees
an opportunity to challenge existing solutions; shared commitments to implementing a specific
project; regular brainstorming; encouraging employees to discuss each other’s ideas; freedom to
experiment and take risks at work; ensuring employees’ independence. All other factors in this category
formed one cluster, and this concerned factors such as: Ergonomics of work stations; creation by the
company of favourable conditions for development of employees’ competences; mutual trust within
the team/organisation; proper recognition and incentives for employees; openness to new solutions
and flexibility in solving problems; knowledge exchange between different company departments;
encouraging employees to continue learning; promotion by managers of the value of dialogue,
cooperation and partnership; sense of co-ownership and control over one’s own work. Importantly,
within this cluster, two smaller groups of factors can be identified that are even more closely related
in terms of assessment of the impact on adoption of innovation at the time of making the decision
to adopt innovation. The first of the above-mentioned groups included: Creation by the company
of favourable conditions for the development of employees’ competences; mutual trust within the
team or organisation; proper recognition and incentives for employees. The second group consisted of
factors relating to encouraging workers to continue learning and managers promoting the values of
dialogue, cooperation and partnership.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 25 
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Organisational culture factors were similarly assessed in terms of their impact on the adoption of
innovation at the final stage of innovation implementation. Only giving employees an opportunity to
question the existing solutions and freedom to experiment and take risks at work definitely differed
from the other factors in the above-mentioned assessments, constituting two one-element clusters.
Whereas in the case of the other factors, the distances between the subsequent factors, which, according
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to the principle of the agglomeration method, are less and less similar to the others, were not
so clear. As a result, there is a large, 13-element cluster of factors. Within this cluster, a group of
factors that are particularly close to each other in terms of the above-mentioned assessment can
be observed. This concerns: Creation by the company of favourable conditions for the development of
employees’ competences; mutual trust; proper recognition and incentives for employees. Factors that
differ slightly more from group in the assessment include exchange of knowledge between different
company departments, promotion by managers of the values of dialogue, cooperation and partnership
and encouraging employees to continue learning. The following dendrogram (Figure 3) illustrates the
distances between the individual clusters and their constituent factors.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 25 
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5. Conclusions

While summarising the above considerations, some scientific conclusions can be presented that
may be interesting to both Polish and foreign scientists. On the basis of the research conducted it can
be found that IT industry employees in Poland are rather positive about introducing innovations in
the companies they work for. Most of them associate innovation with an opportunity to self-develop,
learn new programs, improve their skills and prove themselves. Only few of them are afraid of
innovation and see it as a threat. In addition, most respondents tended to identify with the company’s
objectives and planned or currently implemented innovations. Perhaps the specific nature of the
IT industry, which has to introduce numerous innovations in order to survive, has contributed to some
kind of familiarity with innovations and their positive perception among IT staff. This is a good sign of
development for Poland, where the IT industry is a key driver of economic growth.

Another scientific conclusion identifies a research gap in the area of organisational culture factors
that affect differently the various stages of innovation implementation in terms of innovation adoption.
The analysis performed with Mann–Whitney’s rank U-test showed statistically significant differences
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between the individual stages of introducing innovation in terms of the perceived impact of 10 out of
15 organisational culture factors on adoption of innovation, which confirmed the hypothesis of the
article: Selected factors of organisational culture affect adoption of innovation differently at different
stages of innovation introduction process. The confirmed hypothesis presented in the article opens
a new research area and may be subject to further refinement. This includes factors such as: The
company creating favourable conditions for the development of employees’ competences; ensuring
employees’ independence; sense of co-ownership and control over one’s own work; encouraging
employees to continue learning; exchanging knowledge between different company departments;
shared commitments to implementing a specific project; promotion by managers of the value of
dialogue, cooperation and partnership; encouraging employees to discuss each other’s ideas; regular
brainstorming; mutual trust within the team or organisation. The impact of these factors on innovation
adoption was less frequently seen at the stage of innovation initiation compared to the two later stages
of innovation introduction. This means that selected factors related to organisational culture are more
important not at the beginning of the innovation introduction process, when the first conclusions and
plans concerning the innovation are created, but at the moment of making the decision to introduce
the innovation and during its implementation.

The second part of the conclusions is of a practical nature and can be used by managers or other
persons responsible for implementing innovation in their organisation. The factors presented below may
serve as some kind of signposts for action to be taken at different stages of innovation implementation.
For this purpose, it is worth determining the current stage of innovation implementation of the company
and paying particular attention to assessment of individual factors, in particular those rated highest by
the respondents at different stages of the innovation process. It is also worth remembering that a lack
of individual organisational culture factors may prove to be a barrier to innovation implementation.
All the examined factors were perceived by the respondents as having an impact on adoption of
innovation; however, it is possible to indicate which of them have the greatest impact on the adoption
of innovation at the individual stages of innovation introduction. At the stage of innovation initiation,
the most important role in its adoption was assigned to the factor connected to proper recognition
and incentives for employees. It is worth noting that the right motivation not only determines the
results achieved at work, but also positively influences the acceptance of innovation. The second factor
highly rated by the respondents was openness to new solutions and flexibility in solving problems.
They should result from the company’s organisational culture, but what is important is that they
strengthen the relationship of trust and honesty within the company. Therefore, any doubts and
problems should be analysed and solved together. The third highly rated factor was the creation
by the company of favourable conditions for the development of employees’ competences. Such an
option allows to maintain the current qualifications of the employed staff and to ensure constantly
updated knowledge. Properly selected training combined with management not only increases the
efficiency of employee, but can also provide the company with financial benefits and openness to
innovation. The fourth highly rated factor was regular brainstorming, which makes it possible to meet
with the most diverse group of participants (in terms of age, gender, experience in a given field), who,
supervised by the moderator, try to solve a given problem. This long-established method is particularly
important at the first stage of innovation introduction because the reasoning of non-experts goes
beyond certain patterns and can generate and foster innovation. At the stage of making the decision
to adopt innovation, the greatest role in its adoption was attributed to factors analogous to those
from the first stage, with the exception of regular brainstorming, which was not rated as high at the
second stage. It can therefore be assumed that regular brainstorming is most important for adoption of
innovation at the first stage of innovation introduction, i.e., when new concepts and ideas are born.
At the stage of innovation implementation, the most important role in its adoption was attributed to
the following factors: Proper recognition and incentives for employees (also highly rated at the other
two stages); mutual trust within the team/organisation (highly rated only at this stage); creation by
the company of favourable conditions for the development of employees’ competences (also highly
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rated at the other two stages); openness to new solutions and flexibility in solving problems (also
highly rated at the other two stages); knowledge exchange between different company departments
(highly rated only at this stage). Thus, at the last stage of innovation, the impact of two factors was
additionally noted, which were not so highly rated at the first two stages of innovation introduction.
The first factor is mutual trust within the team/organisation, which is one of the most important
elements of the organisation culture. If employees act in harmony and trust each other, they are able to
pursue new challenges and accept innovation. Mutual trust encourages more open attitudes, greater
resilience to risk and a desire for change. Moreover, trust in the organisation results in the employees’
commitment and a desire to reach for completely new solutions. The second factor is exchange of
knowledge between the different departments of the company, which is extremely important in the
introduction of innovation, because this process certainly requires efficient communication. In this
process, especially leaders should be aware of what is happening in the company’s various departments,
and information sharing allows for direct circulation of information, which in turn ensures adaptation
to the rapidly changing situation in the organisation’s environment.

The research presented in the article has some limitations. Firstly, it was carried out only in Poland,
secondly, only in the IT industry and thirdly, only selected factors of organisational culture were taken
into account. Further research on this issue is recommended in order to confirm the different impact of
the factors on adoption of innovation at different stages of the innovation introduction process. On the
basis of this concept it is possible to carry out detailed research on internal communication factors,
which according to the literature also influence the acceptance of innovation, and to compare them
with the presented results, taking into account different stages of innovation introduction.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Distribution of factors and variables.

Descriptive Statistics
Alfa

CronbachaAverage ±
Standard Deviation

Median;
(Q25–Q75) Min–Max

Confidence Range Standard
Error

−95% +95%

Giving employees
an opportunity to
challenge existing

solutions

Innovation initiation
stage 3.82 ± 1.29 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.69 3.95 0.06

0.75

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.58 ± 1.2 4 (3–4) 0–5 3.46 3.70 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.29 ± 1.25 3 (2–4) 0–5 3.16 3.41 0.06

Ergonomics of
workstations

Innovation initiation
stage 2.89 ± 1.89 3 (0–4) 0–5 2.70 3.07 0.09

0.97

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
2.79 ± 1.88 3 (0–4) 0–5 2.61 2.98 0.09

Innovation
implementation

stage
2.97 ± 1.88 3.5 (0–4.5) 0–5 2.79 3.16 0.09

Creation by the
company of
favourable

conditions for
development of

employees’
competences

Innovation initiation
stage 3.8 ± 1.54 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.65 3.95 0.08

0.73

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
4.13 ± 1.02 4 (4–5) 0–5 4.02 4.23 0.05

Innovation
implementation

stage
4.18 ± 1.02 4 (4–5) 0–5 4.08 4.28 0.05
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Table A1. Cont.

Descriptive Statistics
Alfa

CronbachaAverage ±
Standard Deviation

Median;
(Q25–Q75) Min–Max

Confidence Range Standard
Error

−95% +95%

Ensuring
employees’

independence

Innovation initiation
stage 3.06 ± 1.59 3 (2–4) 0–5 2.90 3.21 0.08

0.76

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.44 ± 1.2 4 (3–4) 0–5 3.32 3.56 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.44 ± 1.26 4 (3–4) 0–5 3.32 3.56 0.06

Sense of
co-ownership and
control over one’s

own work

Innovation initiation
stage 3.23 ± 1.59 4 (3–4) 0–5 3.07 3.39 0.08

0.74

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.71 ± 1.13 4 (3–4) 0–5 3.59 3.82 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.86 ± 1.06 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.75 3.96 0.05

Encouraging
employees to

continue learning

Innovation initiation
stage 3.41 ± 1.59 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.25 3.57 0.08

0.80

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.81 ± 1.18 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.69 3.92 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.85 ± 1.19 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.73 3.96 0.06

Freedom to
experiment and

take risks at work

Innovation initiation
stage 3.91 ± 1.2 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.79 4.03 0.06

0.80

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.59 ± 1.28 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.46 3.72 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.47 ± 1.3 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.34 3.59 0.06

Exchanging
knowledge

between different
company

departments

Innovation initiation
stage 3.45 ± 1.65 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.29 3.61 0.08

0.56

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
4.03 ± 1.02 4 (4–5) 0–5 3.93 4.13 0.05

Innovation
implementation

stage
4.12 ± 1.01 4 (4–5) 0–5 4.02 4.21 0.05

Shared
commitments
with regard to

implementing a
specific project

Innovation initiation
stage 2.96 ± 1.75 3 (2–4) 0–5 2.78 3.13 0.09

0.64

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.43 ± 1.35 4 (3–4) 0–5 3.30 3.56 0.07

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.81 ± 1.22 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.69 3.93 0.06

Promotion by
managers of the

value of dialogue,
cooperation and

partnership

Innovation initiation
stage 3.17 ± 1.76 4 (3–5) 0–5 2.99 3.34 0.09

0.83

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.55 ± 1.36 4 (3–4) 0–5 3.41 3.68 0.07

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.67 ± 1.35 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.54 3.80 0.07

Encouraging staff
to discuss each
other’s ideas

Innovation initiation
stage 3.49 ± 1.55 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.34 3.64 0.08

0.60

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.78 ± 1.21 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.66 3.90 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.73 ± 1.23 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.60 3.85 0.06
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Table A1. Cont.

Descriptive Statistics
Alfa

CronbachaAverage ±
Standard Deviation

Median;
(Q25–Q75) Min–Max

Confidence Range Standard
Error

−95% +95%

Regular
brainstorming

Innovation initiation
stage 4.18 ± 1.06 4 (4–5) 0–5 4.08 4.28 0.05

0.63

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
4.02 ± 1.08 4 (4–5) 0–5 3.91 4.12 0.05

Innovation
implementation

stage
3.51 ± 1.49 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.36 3.65 0.07

Openness to new
solutions and
flexibility in

solving problems

Innovation initiation
stage 4.21 ± 1.13 5 (4–5) 0–5 4.10 4.32 0.06

0.85

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
4.21 ± 0.98 4 (4–5) 0–5 4.11 4.30 0.05

Innovation
implementation

stage
4.15 ± 1.05 4 (4–5) 0–5 4.04 4.25 0.05

Mutual trust
within the

team/organisation

Innovation initiation
stage 3.31 ± 1.84 4 (3–5) 0–5 3.13 3.49 0.09

0.69

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
3.89 ± 1.29 4 (4–5) 0–5 3.76 4.02 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
4.13 ± 1.2 4 (4–5) 0–5 4.01 4.25 0.06

Proper recognition
and incentives for

employees

Innovation initiation
stage 4.22 ± 1.09 5 (4–5) 0–5 4.12 4.33 0.05

0.90

Decision on
adopting innovation

stage
4.17 ± 1.16 5 (4–5) 0–5 4.06 4.28 0.06

Innovation
implementation

stage
4.22 ± 1.12 5 (4–5) 0–5 4.11 4.33 0.06

Source: Authors’ own work.
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